2017 Human Capital Trends
A new future for Canadian organizations
Organization design is a challenge

87

%

of companies
believe they need
to redesign their
organization to
succeed in the
digital age

95

6

%

are exploring
or designing the
“organization
of the future”

yet

7

%

truly understand
how their internal
organization’s
network works

%

feel fully capable
of redesigning
their organization
for the future

Structured careers are going away

60

%

of companies
now have “open”
or “ﬂexible”
career models

21

%

are maintaining
structured
career models

18

%

have no career
model at all

67

%

of companies are
redesigning or
recently redesigned
their entire career
management
strategy

Contingent work is increasing

55

%

of companies
expect their use
of contingent,
outsourced, and
contract labour
to increase

20

%

believe it will
signiﬁcantly
increase

yet

11

%

feel they are very
able to leverage
contingent labour

Leadership strategy is not adapting to digital business

62

%

of companies
believe digital
leadership is
important

36

%

say it is very
important

yet

3

%

have strong
digital leadership
development
programs today

67

%

have no
signiﬁcant
program to
drive digital
leadership skills

Robotics, cognitive computing and artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) are
indicated to be a top priority for more organizations in the future

21

33

increase in those
indicating it as a
top three priority
for the future
(from 5% to 26%)

feel that robotics,
cognitive computing
and AI are important,
making it the trend of
lowest importance
this year

%

%

8

%

indicate that they
are ready for
robotics, cognitive
computing and AI

Globally, HR is
being left out
of AI-driven
work redesign.
In the area of
implementing
AI and robotics:

4

%

globally have
HR “leading”
this eﬀort

65

%

globally tell us
HR is minimally
involved at most

while only
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